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Abstract 

In this paper we are examining two crue/al concept/ons, and 
fherefore also problems, of fhe Platonic corpus/ concepfions of 
difference and participation that establish const/tufe and 
sfrucfure his entire thought (regard/ess of re/at/ve differences 
between particular phases of its hlstorical development). These 
conceptions are examined in fheir infertwinement storting kom 
the Parmenides as fhe primary evidence of their status and 
relationship in Plato. In the course of our examinat/on, that IS 
through the analysls of the concept of the Sudden or the Instant, 
a third extremely important conception emerges and acquires 
shape: the Platonic conception of time, which we take to be 
representative of the overall Greek not/on and understanding of 
temporality. Finally, from within such conceptual framework one 
recognizes and acknowledges the tota/dy of Platonic phi/osophy 
as above all the thought ofliberty. 

From the very beginning of the dialogue, already in the first statement of the 
theory of ideas by the young Socrates a nd in the Parmenides' criticism of 
that statement, it is made clear that things partake in different ideas, but 
ideas do not and cannot change into each other, nor do they become other 
(their other or their exact opposite).l Further on (130b), the existence of 
ideas is established not to be doubted afterwards throughout the who Ie 
dialogue. However, immediately after that, Parmenides poses the key 
question about ideas: do all things have ideas, is there an idea for 
everything, are there as many ideas as there are things (130c)? This 
question is, of course, none other than the question of partie/pation itself. 

Then follows the investigation of the relationship between things and 
ideas, and most notably of the notion and relationship of participation 
(j/i8EÇU;).' First, participation is viewed from the point of view of ideas: How 
are they present in things? Is on idea in eoch thing or is just a part, a piece 
of it present in things?3 This moy weil be understood as the problem of the 
in/divisibility of ideos: ideos are not divided in/into things, but how are they 
then present in things? That is, the problem is how things can porticipote in 
ideos if they cannot be either their part or their whole (of ideos, thot is).4 50, 
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secondly, the question of participation turns, changes perspective, and takes 
the point of view of things. The two perspectives are, therefore, 
interchangeable or overlapping, and the same thing should follow from 
both, just as the same problem appears in both (132a). If ideas are 
understood as general characters that (some) things possess, then it follows 
that in participation single and unique ideas get divided or multiplied, they 
become many. That is, every idea turns from one into many by virtue of 
participation. But, this is because ideas are in this case understood as things, 
and that doesn't have to be the only level or mode of existence of ideas. 
There is another unity, i.e. another meaning of "n'(i(/ç" that does not multiply 
or dissolve into things. This is a "second form" of the idea, which however, 
doesn't mean the end of multiplying of ideas (132b). For this form is Ilover 
and above" both the idea in question and the things that participate in it. It, 
therefore, becomes the third thing, which again needs something over it to 
be united with the previous two, and so on, ad infinitum. Because of this, 
one would do weil to consider the possibility of ideas being thoughts, i.e. 
forms of thinking or of the mind (132c-d). But that doesn't work either, for 
thoughts again appear to be multiple instead of unique. Sc Socrates tries the 
possibility of ideas being not thoughts but "patterns fixed in the nature of 
things [rrupuodYllu'tu Écr'távat Èv 't11 <pucrEt]," in whose image things are 
made. Still, Parmenides shows that there is no pattern or image to which 
things are like, without it itself being like (similor) to the things that are like 
(similor) to it. Likeness hos to work both woys. This seems to be the reason 
for the previous position in the argument, nomely for taking ideas to be 
thing-like or even things and treating them as if they belong to the same 
class of object with/as things. 5 Ideas have to be some kind of things if they 
are to be connected or related to things and things to them. Thus, we have 
the first version/meaning of parlicipation as the likeness between ideas and 
things. 6 

As it is immediately shown (1330), this is not possible unless we accept 
infinite progress. 50 participation has to be conceived differently, i.e. not as 
likeness between ideas and things. The mimetic solution is not the right one. 
At the same time, it hos to be conceived in a manner that avoids 
agnosticism. Because, if ideas and things are fundamentally separated, one 
may conclude that ideas are essentially "unknowable [äYVÛ)(HU)" (133c 1). In 
other words, the difficulties of asserting ideas "just by themselves [u\nà I\cx8' 
uiytà]" are so great that the problem is unsolvable; and, to that extent at 
least, ideas depend on things in their existence and knowability (133a). 

But, the task here is exactly to think ideas in themselves, in their purity, 
without reference to the world of existence. And that hos to be demonstrated 
first. 7 Therefore, Parmenides starts by establishing a separation between the 
two realms and the self-referentialityof each realm,s like in the master-slave 
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relation (133d-134a) which works on two different levels, so that 

conseq uently there a re two types of knawledge as weil. 
Yet, th is cannot hold either, because it exactly ends in agnosticism, so 

we have to establish some connection between the two worlds in order to 
refute the possibility of denying either the existence/being of ideas or the 

knowability of that existence (134b- 135a). 
That is why every one thing (single/unique or plural/many) has to be 

considered with reference and in relation to everything el se as weil as to 
itself. And Parmenides makes this statement in such a manner as to include 
everything in this rule, i.e. both things and ideas: 

Xf111 ö~: I\CI. i t(',Ör i' n 7l[1()Ç WUtlp 7lOlrL v ~l ~ ~lÜVOV ei [O'tt V fKaO''tov 

\mOn8i:~ln'ov O'K07tElV 'tex O'u~l~ai vovw fK 't;;ç imo8ÉO'EwÇ ó'ÀÀex Kat Et Il~ 
[O'n 'tt> m)'tlJ Wl>W \J1(()'t18Hr9m (135e8- 13602) 
Kal m:rl ó'vo~LOi()u ó aUToç Àüyoç !>\al 1tEpt Kl vl1O'E(J)Ç Kal 1tEpt O''táO'EWÇ Kat 

m:rl YEVfO'[WÇ Kal <p90páç Kal 7lEri auwû 'toû dvat Kal 'toû Il~ dvav Kat 
[vi Àt'JY(!> 7lErt (itoU ft.V ó,f.i u1to9ji û>ç (Jvwç Kal Û>Ç OilK ov'toç Kal ónoûv 
c'û).o m'(90ç n:ctO'xovwç (jCt O'Kom:lv 'tà O'u~L~aivovw 1trÓç a\rtÓ Kal n:róç Ëv 
f,..:aO'tov twv ft.UWV (in ft.V 1trOnn Kal 1trÜç 1tÀE1Û> Kal l1:rOÇ O'u~t1tavta 
W('T((1:Jt(oç' "exl rciU.n al) 7lr(',<; a\J'tà 'tE Kat 1trÓç ft.ÀÀo ö'tt ft.V n:pomrn cid 
[clVTr (;)Ç (iv u7lo8fl ii u7lrti8[0'(I ft.V'tE (J>ç ~~ ()V Ei ~li:ÀÀElÇ 'tEÀÉÛ>Ç 

YUllvamlllt:Voç I\upiwç ÖH',q,[0'9at tó ó'ÀTJ9tç. (136b4-c5) 

It is not yet clear at this point whether this method includes also the 
crossing over from one realm to another, but it becomes dear by the end of 
the dialogue that this is the case, and thus the significance, essentiality and 
fundamentality of participation is retained and emphasized. But also, already 
here, all the concepts whose investigation follows are listed: many-not-many 
(or one-many)/ likeness-unlikeness, motion-rest, becoming-perishing, 
being-not-being, ete. Apart from that, here the thing that leads to conclusion 
that both realms should be taken into consideration is exactly the basic 
methodological supposition, namely that in each case and about each thing 
one should examine bath passibilitles: that it is and that it is nat, which can be 
understood as examination of the same thing from the point of view of both 
wor/ds. For the same thing will always look as though it does not exist (is not) 
from the perspective of the realm to which it doesn't belong - ideas do not 
exist from the exclusively empirical point of view (that of the world of sensible 
things), and conversely, for the isolated ideal world directed in and to itself 
things do not exist. However, as both ideas and sensible things force us to 
realize, and as the dialectical inquiry will show after its completion, neither of 
these two exc/usive perspectives is tenable or viabie. 

Parmenides demonstrates the dialectical method on the example of his 
own notion of One. In that demonstrotion, he is going through the 
previously listed conceptual pairs (which represent particular ideas) and 
showing how the pure notion of One behaves in relation and with respect to 
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them. And, he does that with respect to both perspectives that have been 
mentioned. These two perspectives are exposed consecutively in the 
dialogue, like two iterations/reiterations of the same topic, and they differ 
according to the character the hypothesis about the One acquires in each of 
them. lO They are: [I] Negative (137c-142a) and [11] Posifive (142b-155e). 

However, one must bear in mind that these two perspectives are not simply 

parallel or symmetrieal, like two different sides of the same thing which (may 
or may not) fall at the same time. Rather, they themselves are connected to 
each other, they induce each other and issue from one another, i.e. from 
each one's own essence and being. This is clear from the very beginning, 
i.e. from the initial investigation about the being of One, which in fact starts 
from its opposition to the Many (plurality) - that is, "One /s not manl' is the 
first real definition of One, and not" One /s" (this latter point is passed over 

without dwelling on it, Parmenides does not analyze it, not until the 

beginning of the second investigation, i.e. not until the beginning of the 
positive stage) - so that the problem of the being of One issues from the 
initial investigation, and not vice versa. The results of the first investigation 
are the ones that induce the second iteration as it is, they produce the 
question of One and be/ng (and their relation and connection) or of fhe 
be/ng of One. The first, Negative perspective thematizes the Positive one, it 
establishes the latter's necessity and is the condition of its appearance and 
possibility. Only through the Negative part con we come to even pose a 
question about the being of One. That part prepares and brings about the 
Positive one as a theme, question, problem and a valid object of inquiry. So, 

both are parts of one unique, common path and method, which is the 
method of/to truth. 11 

Then, there comes a very important digression about One's touching, 
i.e. being in touch with itself and the others, that is, the question of the 
con/aef between One and th/ngs and of the contact of One with itse/( This 
question, in foet these two questions, directly concern the problem and 
notion of participation; for the possibility and the existence of contoef 
between ideas (One, being, etc.) and things, as weil as of the contoef 
be/ween ideas, or of the contact of ideas with/between themse/ves (both 
contained in One's contact with itself), is crucial for the possibility of even 
conceiving participation. The statement that "one wII/ have contact both with 
i/se/f and wdh the others [ärrwl'w iiv "[(', Ëv al)"[lIû n: !\Cxl nov àAAWV]" 
(148e3-4) is the statement of portie/pat/on, and the argument that precedes 
and follows it, the argument or proof of this contact, is the argument and 
proof for partie/pat/on. It is elaborated at 148c4-149d6, and goes as 
follows: 
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bi: (iv nV(')jlOlOV rivm, - ';\À1l8~ Hynç. - Tau'tóv u: ära ()V 'tó Ëv 'Wtç 
<"iÀÀOlÇ I\al (l'tl i'n:(1(')v t'-O'tl 1\CX't' àjlll'ó'tl:'ra Kal Katà tKátfrOV (JjlOlÓV tE av 
ül1 Kal àV("jLOlOV tOlÇ iiÀ),OlÇ. - Ilávu yE. - OUKOÛV KClt tau't<Îl mcrau'tûlÇ 
È1U:i1tl:'r i:tl"r<',v tEi:cXU'tOÛ Kcd wutóv i:au't<Îl Èll'áVI1 Ka't' à~lIl'Ó'tEra Kat 
Katc1 hát((1ov ()jLOlÓV n: Kal àVÓjLOLOV ll'av~crHat: - 'A váYKl1. 
Ti bi: b~: m:ri 'Wû cxTCu:08m tO tv autoû Kat trov äÀÀwv Kal 'tOÛ ~l.., 
iiTCtroOm 1ti:rl 1tÛIÇ l'Xfl OK'ÓTCU. - LKoTCro. - Au'tó yáp Jtou fV Éau't<Îl öÀql tó 
i::v f<pávl1 (lV. - '( )(18Ûl<;. - ()\>I\OÛV Kat fV toîç iiÀÀOlÇ tO €v: - NaL - "'Hl jl€V 

iira tv 'tOtç iiÀÀOlÇ tÛIV iiÀÀmv iiJt'tot'to &.v· n bÈ au'tó tv Éaun!> 'trov jlÈV 
&.À/,mv à1tEl[)yol to ii1ttmOm au'tcl ör au'tOû <lJt'tOl 'tO UV tv Éau'tc!> av. -
<lmi vrWl. - O\lt(J) jlÈV Ö" iiJttolto av 't0 Ëv auwû tE Kal 'trov &'ÀÀmv. -
"A 1ttOl to. - Ti bi: tflOE: àr' OU 1tav tÓ jLÜÀOV iillll:'crOai nvoç [<PfÇ~Ç bEL 
I\l:'toOm fK'rl Vlll ou jlO.Àn ii1ttro8o,[ tau'tl1v t"V Ëbpav K(X'tf.XOV 11 av jlEt' 
hdvl1v n Icopal n av Kèlltm ii1t'tctat: - 'AváYKl1. - Kat 'to [v iira Ei jlÉÀÀl:'t 
autó auto\) (tIl/mem i:<p(Ç~Ç oEÎ l:'u8uç ~LI:'tc1 Éauto Kcl0'8at 'tllv ÈXOjlÉVl1V 
XÓ1rav Ka't~:X()v (l(tlVl1Ç Èv n autó Ècrnv. - ~El yàp ODV. - OUKOÛV buo jlÈv 
(iv 't(') cv TCOl ~O(lfV (iv wûw Kat Èv OUOlV xoopatv äjla yÉV01'tO' €mç b' &.V n 
i:v UUl\: ÈOEÀ~O'[l: - Ou yàp ODV. - "H aUt'" &.ra àváYKI1 't0 ÉVl jl~tE öuo 
dvm jl~t( ä1ttmOm aUt0 aUtoû. - "H aUt~. - 'AÀÀ' ouöt jl"v 'tOOV &.ÀÀCJlV 
ii~/I:"tm. - Ti ó~: - "On <pa~ltv to jlÉÀÀov iilllEcrOat XOOplÇ ()V ÈIl'EÇi1Ç bEL 
hri v<!) dvm ou pÉH,Et iilllmOm 'trt'tov of. au'toov tv jlf-crcp ~Ll10i:v Elvat. -
';\ÀllO~. - !\ü() (tra ÖEt t(', ()Àiytcrwv dvm El jltUCl all1tç dvat. - ~fl. 
r ... )1, 
Ei oi: yr fV jLc'IVOV ÉO'tiv o1..1àç oi' jL~ ËO'nv iillllÇ OUl\: av EÏI1. - [1&<; y<ip: -
oiJl\OUV Il'api'v 'tft iiÀÀa w\> i:v("ç oiJtE Ëv Èonv oiJ'tE ~LEttXH a\)'toû El7tEp 
&.U.a ÈCTtiv. - Ou yár. - OtlK iira rVEOtlV àrtOjlóç Év 'to\:ç äÀÀot<; Évóç jl" 
tV('lVtoÇ i:v auwi:ç. - 11(0<; yár; - oüi apa Ëv ÈO'tl 'teX iiÀÀa OÜ'tE öuo oiJ'tE 
äÀÀot) à(1l9jLOÛ hovta övojla ouM:v. - oi). - Tà Êv &.pa j1ÓVOV tO''tlV €V Kat 
Suàç OUI( av Elll. - Ou <paivEtat. - "A~ltç iira OUK Ecrnv öuolv jl" öv'tOtv. -
()Ul\: fon v. - OÜt' ((ra tc', tv 't&v iiÀÀmv äJttEWt oiJ'tl:' 'tà &'ÀÀa 'toû Évóç 
ÖU:l1tfr all1lÇ OUI( Ëcrn v. - Ou yà.r olw. - ()ÜTW Ö" l\atà. 1trXVta mûm 'te) Êv 
nov 'te iiÀ/,w\' Kal i:rxul'OÛ ä1ttnai t( I\:al en>;: iiTC'tEWl. 

The beauty of all th is is that it works either way. Namely, whether or 
not ideas are same as, or at least like things; and whether or not things are 
same as, or like ideas, pariicipation is established. What is more, one can 
easily conclude that pariicipation is brought about by this ambivalence or 
duplicity, that the highest proof of its necessity and existence is the fact that 
ideas and things (one and many) are at once similor and dissimilar, same 
and different, like and unlike, and pariicipation is indeed the very idea of 
this ambivalence and duplicity.13 

In genera I, th is second set of hypotheses and arguments (11 Posifive) is 
a refutation of agnosticism which was still vividly present in the first set (I 
Negafive). In order to underline and emphasize such a charader of th is 
argumentation (11), Parmenides points at exactly that, namely at the 
knowability and speakability (nameability) of the One. However, as one 
suspects already now, the insight in the real being and nature of the One is 
obtainable only through the combination of land 11, for the One itself is 
such: it is the knowable unknowable, which con only mediately be spoken 
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and thought about; it can only be circumscribed and never directly described 
or denoted. In other words, One is dialectical through end through, it is 
dialectics itself, because it is knowable and speekeble (nemeabie) only as 
and through a dialectical process (i.e. through a process of (ila~ryu ~', or 
through dialogue and argumentative thinking). Dialectic is the only 
appropriate method and approach to One because it makes one see end 
understand the invisible, the unintelligible, the unnamable and ungraspable, 
through its À (Jyoç; that is, through its language and reasoning. It is the only 
manner of reasoning that con grasp and present (represent) that which is 
beyond our understanding, which is beyond our grasp (intellectual or any 
other - not to mention perceptive or sensual grasp). And that exactly 
because, as Parmenides says in the dialogue, it presupposes the One to 
both be and not to be (cf. 136a). 

Of course, the investigation of the Parmenides is far from finished. The 
two sets by no means exhaust the problem, nor is the nature, essence and 
being of One exhausted in/by its positive and negative side. The argument is 
(and has to bel taken "yet a third time" (155e3).14 And now, we read clearly 
the two "moments" of dialectics, or its two stages, which in terms of 
discourse and discursive strategies and procedures appear as unification 
(óJlóvmu and Ëvw(nç) and differentiation (ÖlW~()r()TC('l 1101;, f!lr\ 111('l llcnÇ, 
OlUtPE<JtÇ). In the same vein, this shifting from one mode to another acquires 
dear shapes and meanings in all the above mentioned conceptual pairs, or 
better, acquires them (shopes, meanings) in accordance with these. I) But, as 
if not wanting to leave anything only on just one side of the fence (for the 
change of the mode of being means still remaining in the realm of being 
and on the other side of not-being), Parmenides immediately notices the 
trace of the other, of not-being within (in the very center of) the succession 
and temporality as such. This trace is the moment of transition, that moment 
in which - according to the adopted logic - they are not both possible, in 
foet, the moment when/where either of the two sides (motion and rest) is 
impossible. And they are impossible exactly because otherwise there would 
be no transition whatsoever. That particular moment in/of time is "that 
queer thing, the instant ['tó ÈÇUt<pvllç.)" (156d3). It is the moment when both 
(motion and rest) are absent, the moment when one is not any more and the 
other is not yet. And, exaetly at such a moment, the instant "oecupies no 
time at all [Èv XPÓVql OUOEVt oucru]" (156e 1). It is in the very center of time, it 
enables the time (by enabling the transition from one state to anotherL but it 
hos no time, it is not tempora!. It is not a temporal instant (for to be that, 
Parmenides seems to think, it has to have some kind of being, motion or 
rest), but nevertheless it organizes and establishes time, because the 
transition (which is aetually the approximation of time, a conceptual 
expression of the notion of time) from movement to rest end back takes 
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place to and from the instant ("dç TCXUTY]V ö~ KCXt ÈK TCXUTY]Ç TÓ TE 

Kt V()UIlEV()V IlETcx~áÀÀEt bri Tt') ÉCHávCXl KCXl T(') ÉcrT(')Ç bd 'rÖ K1VEÎcr8cxl." -

156e 1-3). As a consequence, the transIt/on happens Instanf/y, In no time 
(156c-e). In this sense, then, we con rightfully say that th is is the moment of 
One's not being: flat that moment it cannot be either in motion or at rest [Èv 

OUÖEvt XP(')vCJ) uv dll UUÖÈ Kt v()îT' iiv ,,((')TE ou8' àv cr'rCXtY]]" (156e6-7), which 
is to say: it cannot be at all. For, from this perspective, if something is 
neither of the two - motion or rest - then it is not, or it is nothing; and this 
goes for all the perspectives, stages and modalities of the One or, as 
Parmenides says here, "its other transitions [L<Xç aÀÀcxç JlEtcx~oÀàç]" 
(156e8).16 

The term and concept of the instant (TÓ ÈÇCXt<pvY]ç), or of the irreducible 
moment of/in time - and especially of the suddenness implied in it -
contains and reveals at the same time the Platonic (and not only Platonic, 
but the general classica I Greek) concept and conception of Intensive time as 
opposed to other extensive notions of time (such as the linear or the cyc1ic 
one). That it is an intensive conception of time means that there is no (realor 
illusory) development of time through some dimensions, stages, states - that 
is, not a succession of past, present and future - but an intense and intensive 
concentration of these dimensions in one non-dimensional point or moment, 
in one unique Instant and on one and the same Insfance of time. It is as if 
the whole time (understood as duration and change, or as transition) is 
being inverted into and turned onto itself, as if imploding in/into itself. 
According to this notion and the image related to it, past and future meet 
and congeal in the pl'esent, thereby both becoming fully present in the "here 
and now." The instant, Tl) ÈÇCXt<pvY]ç, is then the simultaneous presence of 
past and future, i.e. of the totality of time - which is the sheer definition of 
time as such, as weil as of eternity, and there is never any distance or 
difference between the absolute, complete time, on one hand, and eternity, 
on the other. Thus, in this instant time congeals, concentrates, intensifies, 
and becomes what it is. 

Since the transition(s) is (are) the very being of the One - which means 
that time, temporality itself, is that being of the One - "the instant" 
designates an important input/import in Plato's whole thought. Namely, with 
the instant there enters the other, the opposite, the different of the 
One/being, and enters and resides at the very center of One/being. Thus, 
insofar as philosophy is the science (knowiedge) of One/Being, it is 
immediately and at once determined as the sdence of diHerence. For if (as 
Parmenides says) " 0 11 these changes [i.e, transitions] may happen to the 
one, if it exists [tcxtncx Öll Tà 1tcx8l1IlCX'tCX 1távt' àv 1tácrXOt TÖ fV Ei ËcrTt vJ" 

(157b3-4); and if therefore, on one hand, the existence/being of One is the 
condition and foundation of transformations, while on the other hand 
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transitions do make th at existence, prove that it exists and determine (or 
simply define, show) the modes of existence of the One!7; if that is so, then 
One really exists and is only in difference and as difference. As we have jusl 
seen, everything about the One and its being is organized around and 
directed towards this instant which is difference: the moment of 
differenHafion/a/terafion, as weil as something different/other/a/ternafive 10 

the One and its being; that is, both the moment, instant of change and 
differing and fhe Other of the One - and, of course, it cannot be the forme! 
without at once being the latter. 50, once again, philosophy as the science 
of the One and its being has to be the science of difference, e.g. dialectic, 
because its very subject (the One and its being) is difference and 
differentiation. 

Significantly enough, we find on almost identical delineation and 
description of time in another late dialogue, in the Timaeus.!8 There too, 
time concentrates, orders, defines and posits itself in and around the instant, 
the indeterminable and fleeting "now" (vûv) of time. Given its thema tic alld 
its status in the whole Platonic work, the Timaeus points even more clearly 
than the Parmenides ot the significanee of this conception of time Oll yef 
another level. Namely, being the cosmological dialogue, it emphasizes the 
foet that time, and more precisely the flow of time (which includes the 
historica I, physical and individual time as weil), implies the mutual 
interdependence between the ideal and the phenomenal and demonslrates 
their indissoluble bond(s). 
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"Qç oÈ K\ vn8Èv a:utó Kal Çwv i:vÓ1]aEV t{ov rltoiwv 8Eiilv yqm,(,ç nyrxÀpu ,', 
YEvvflaaç 7tatflp iJyáa8n tE Kal Eu<ppav8dç ËTl of! WXÀÀov i'IWWV 1l11"S w 
7tapáöElY[la Èm:vÓ110'CV àm:pyáaucr8m. jom8ám:p ouv auto tU'YX,ávn Ç00v 
éd.ÖlOV ÖV KuL tó1)1: t6 7tdv OÜt!.Oç Eiç öûvalllV È7tEXÜ[l1]a[ tolOUWV 
à7tot!:ÀElv. ij jlÈv auv tOÛ s<i>ou <pûmç ÈtûyxavEV ovaa aiwvloç "ai wuw 
jlÈv OT] t0 YI:VVl1ti!> 7tavtl:Àwç 7tflocrá7ttElv OU" DV ouvatóv' t1KW Ii' €llEVÓH 
K\Vl1tÓV t\va uiwvoç 7tOlfiam KaL olflKuallûlv &lla oupavóv 7trlll:î Ili:V{)VWÇ 
aiwvoç Èv ÈVl Kut' àp\8116v ioûcrav ai<ovlOv ElKÓVU WÛWV ÜV of! X[lI'VOV 
WVajláKajlEv. 1l11Éflaç yàfl Kal VÛKtaç Krxl Ilfivaç Kut ÈVlflUWllÇ OtJ" iivtuç 
7tplv otJ[lavóv Yl:vÉcr8m tÓtl: &flu t"ElvQl aUV\a't<Xlli:vql tT]V ytVWlV CttJtólV 
llnxaviitm' tuÛtu 1)È náv't<X IlÉfll] X[lÓV()U KaL ,il " DV ,ó " Ëaml X[lllvcnl 
YEYOVÓtu EÏOl] & oT] <ptpOVtEÇ Àav8ávoIlEV Ènt tT]V àiolOV otJainv Dl,,, l'('l8cilÇ. 
Ài:YOllI:V yà('l liT] wç ijv €crtlV 'tE Kal fa'tm 'n lil: ,i, fan v IllJVOV Ku,èL 't!"v 
áÀl]8fi ÀÓyov npocr1lKEt ,ó lii: DV tÓ t' [crtat llEpl 'T]V Èv XpÓV(!) y€VWl v 
lOÛcrUV nptnEl ÀÉyfO'8m KLVT]crnç yáp fcrwv tel öl: àEl ,,<X'tà trxtJtà i'xov 
àKLvflt!.Oç O\ltE npEcr~ÛtEP()V O\ltE vEWtEpllV npoaf!Kf\ yt YVEa8at b\à X[lI'VO\) 
oMi: YEvÉa8ut ltotÈ otJoÈ YEYovtVut VÛV otJo' Eiç aDelç üa:a8m tl' 1l<xp(ürav 
tI: ouoÈv öcra yÉvEmç wlç Èv c.daeflm:l <PEPOll€VOlÇ npoafj\VfV <'<H(l Xpóvou 
taÛta aiwvrx lllilOUflÉvOU KaL IWt' áp\811ÓV "UKA,OUllÉVO\) yÉyOVEV ElOil k:<xi 
7tpÓç toû'tO\Ç I:n ,à 'to\ábl: ,el 'tE ycyov6ç d Vut ycyovóç k:aL ,ó ï\ YV(ltlEVllV 
dvat ïlyvóllEVOV Ën tE to yEVl]cróllfvov EÎvut yEVl]mlilf.VOV leCÜ ,ó Ilf! (iv Ilf! 
ÖV dvut OOV otJoÈv àKpl~i:Ç Àtyollfv. llE[lL Iitv llVV tllut!.Ov tüX' ('XV Ul)k: [tl] 

KutpÓÇ 7tpÉltfJlV f-V t<\> 7taflóvn liux"fl\j3oÎ.uyrÎa8ut. 19 



Thus, through time and its own internol relationships and 
organization, the idea I brings order into the chaotic phenomena lity, it 
establishes the order of the chaos. Furthermore, only this ideal constellotion 
enables us to recognize the order in the chaos, for only after one hos 
recognized and understood the order con one understand the chaos (and 
thus bring it to order). Finally, and contrary to the usual opinion, when it 
comes to time the chaos is not the change, not alteration, but rather the very 
continuity and stiliness. Therefore, once one has understood that the cyclie 
and the linear are but two sides of one and the same thing, namely of the 
crráazç or the a-Iempora!, only then is one ready to go back la time, in time 
and inlo time; and, when that is done, the phenomenal sides of time are 
seen and understood as what they really are: the instanees of the instani, or 
Èlapávcrêlç of the unity and identity of past, present and future. 

This suggests that the notion of time implied in the conception of the 
instant remains vividly and decisively present in Plato's whole dialectic. 
Indeed, this notion seems to provide the metaphysical as weil as physical 
foundations for dialectical logie and thought in general. Among other 
things, this notion makes Platonic dialectic statie and cyclic. Furthermore, the 
very conception and understanding of ideas, their circumscription a nd 
definition, seem to either start or end in this same instant, thus uniting and 
identifying the ideal (ideas and ideality as such) with time, or at least making 
one the foeal point of the other. Therefore, one eould say that Idea is the 
Time itself, and vice versa, the Time itself is (on) Idea. Differently put, the 
idea of time is this instant where time focuses onto and into itself, thus 
positing all its instances in the same spaceless, timeless, non-dimensional 
moment/instant. This multi-dimensional and yet non-dimensional instant 
holds past and future in itself and as itself, i.e. as present (as both being 
there and being now), it identifies them as and in the "now" (vûv). The 
present is (becomes, transforms into) past and future. 

This, then, has important eonsequences for the fundamental structure 
of time itself. The most important one concerns the flow of time, that is, the 
(principles of) organization of its constellations, and posits th is organization 
as radically different from what we usually imagine and perceive. Namely, 
contrary to how it seems to us, time is neither linear nor simply progressive. 
Time holds neither unlimited and one-dimensional progress, nor an ever
repeating circle (of events, moments, etc.). Time explodes in all possible 
directions, at different rates, rhythms and speeds. It hos neither beginning 
nor an end in the usual sense. It is constantly interrupted, disrupted and re
commenced. Time launches and scatters itself in different directions. It is 
indeed a fluctuating constellotion of moments, instants, and its combinations 
and settings are constantly and radically ehanging. That is why time 
(temporolity and its developments) has no definite sense or meaning either. 
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It is fundamentally insta bie, eonstantly seattering and gathering itself. II 
ineessantly dissolves, reeuperates, disorganizes and reorganizes itself, and 
yet, in all this eeaseless dissolution, de-strueturing, de-eomposition, 
reeonstruction, re-establishing etc., it remains essentially statie: time always 
remains what it is. Through all the ex-sta seis and stillness time preserves 
itself intact. Therein lies the most amazing and bewildering feature of time: 
its statie and eyclic charaeter that stems from its multifaeeledness, the 
standstill of time itself that issues from its multidirectional dynamic, the unity 
and identity produced (created) by and through internol difference, 
differentiation, multiplicity and diversity. 

However, this does not only apply to time in this sense of intensive 
concentration and eongealing of past and future in the present. On another 
level, on the level of unfolding of time and of the unfolded time (what is 
usually ealled physical time, but also in the historical time, lifetime, 
biographical time, etc.), the present is also past and future, and this is 
brought about by that instant of the absolute time as weil. Namely, the fact 
that in the unfolding of time every moment is or becomes past, future and 
present, this fact is founded in that absolute instant of time or in the idea of 
time, which holds all three dimensions (states) of time together and as one. 
Only thanks to that idea (notion, coneeption) con every moment of unfolded 
time be and become a past, present and future moment. 

Thus, the widely accepted fact that the same moment of time onee 
exists as present, while before that it exists (existed) as future and after that it 
exists (will exist) as past; this foet springs from and is established by/through 
the absolute idea of time, or the idea of absolute time. This is eompletely in 
accordance with and supports the conclusion that One is not, that it hos no 
being; for past and future turn out to be marks of the absence of One (of 
any one, even of time and temporal moments/instants, since the temporal 
moment par excellence, the instant, is not there, not yet or not any more), 
whereas the instant itself, the present moment, is by definition evasive and 
fleeting (One is totally absent from it and lacks itself in it, it is not time and 
hos neither motion nor rest [Èv oUDEvl XP{"Vql a.v EÏq (luöt I\lVI,ît' (Xv tl"'U: 

ou8' av crtatTj]). 
So, the eommon appearance and coneeption of time, the worldly

historical unfolding of transition and change, rests upon the idea of time, 
i.e. upon the fundamental notion of time, which however denies and 
abolishes temporal existence and time in gener'al. On the other hand, 
though, this very notion exists in and as that same unfolding of time; it is 
present in it, indeed in every moment of this unfolding. These two times are 
inseparable and their bond is unbreokable, for otherwise the time itself (in 
any of its forms and appearances) would cease to exist, it would sirnply 
disintegrate. In order for the time to continue there hos to exist arelotionship 
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between these two times, a relationship analogous with that between the 
ideas a nd the world (the phenomenal cosmos). In fact, at least as Plato is 
coneerned, the status and the meaning of the ideal (that is, of ideas and 
their constellations), as weil as its relationship with the phenomenal, visible 
world, is built upon this twofold notion of time and built offer it. The key in 
both cases is again participalion (pt8ESt<;) and its dio/ectic. 

In the first place, it is in this absolute instant that the fundamental 
configuration of everything lies. While it cannot determine the course of 
transition, change and re-groupings th at take place in the unfolding of 
physical, historicalor individual (biographieal) time, it is still present in each 
and every moment of their movement as weil as in its totality. This absolute 
time is the absolute consle//olion of tempora/ity, it is temporality as such, in 
and by itself. According to the same logic of its presence - which is identical 
with the logic of the presence of ideas and the ideal, i.e. of ideality, in the 
phenomenal - this pure, sheer temporality is omnipresent (7tcxvnXXoû 
7tCXpoucrcx) in the sense that it survives and is confirmed in every possible 
expression or appearance of itself. In other words, it is the presenee in the 
form of participation, and indeed of mutual participation of the absolute 
and the particular. The two times mentioned above participate in each other 
and depend upon each other just as ideas and phenomena do. 

The notion and the image of absolute time is, therefore, exemplary 
and essential insofar as it is the focal point of ontology, cosmology, 
psychology and polities (political philosophy); it is the "instant" in and 
through whieh different realities and conceptions are identified and kept 
together. The ideal (ideality as such and ideas as such) and the phenomenal 
(the visible material worldJ, on one hand, and the ontologieal, cosmie 
(cosmological), psyehological and political dimensions and realities, on the 
other, all concentrate in this one instant of (dialectical, i.e. both statie and 
cyclic) identity of the different. 

Now, because the whole situation with One and its being (and, to be 
sure, with its knowledge as weil) is like this, the same has to be true for things, 
for multiplicity, i.e. for the Many in its totality. So, what follows (157b-160b) is 
the discussion of "what will be true of the others, if there is a one." Also, for 
all the reasons mentioned above, and most of all because of the last point 
(regarding the instant and the difference), the same kind of ambivalence or 
duplicity hos to be present in things ("others"). In addition, the same concept 
(conception) is applied and working here: the concept of porticipat/on. This 
concept, which holds and keeps the ambivalence in itself, is therefore invoked 
as the reason and foundation of their (the othersl

) relationship with One, i.e. 
as the basis and condition of the possibility of a relation/connection between 
the two worlds/realms. Thus, "the others are not wholly destitute of the one 
[unityJ, but partake [participateJ of it in a way [OuoÈ 1-1l1V O''tÉpE'tCXl rE 
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1tuvtá1tuat t()'l) fW>Ç tàÀÀu àÀÀCl ~l[li:X[t nn.]" (157cl-2). Therefore, they 
also possess both whole and part, are both one and many (157c-158d) and 
that means also that they are at the same time limited and unlimited (158d). 
In the same vein, they are at once like and unlike themselves and one 
another (158e- 1590); the same as and different from themselves and each 
other, just os they are "both in motion and ot rest, and have all the contrary 
characters [Kut KlVU'\)~€VU l\o:t lcH(,HU KW 1l:O:\'W. tet rvtt.vUU 1l:u.Ollj' (1590). 
Here, in the realm of particulars, or "others," Parmenides reiterates the same 
ground and the same post he went over when he spoke about the One (i.e. 
when he spoke from the perspective, the point of view of the One), only in the 
opposite direction. Thus, here he starts from the 11, the Positive stage or 
segment, in order to continue with what was I, the Negative stage in the 
discussion of the One?'Q And the conclusion from this perspective is: "if there 
is a one, the one is both all things and nothing whotsoever, alike with 
reference to itself and to the others [Êv €i Ëon v návtu tÉ ton tl) Ëv l\Ul oUóÈ 
Ëv Èon Kut n0l)ç (uutt) l\ut 1t0l>Ç tà uÀÀu <Î)oautwç]./I'} I 

For the end, Po rmenides restates the Negative stage and case (I), first 
with regard to One and then with regard to the consequences that its non
existence might have for the particulars?' The Difference we saw in /lthe 
instant" is appearing again as on essential moment (160d-e). It is in 0 way 
endowed with being and is endowing the being with both (one and others), 
and thanks to it they con now co-exist and relate - and eventually also unite. 
Here now, difference is definitely inscribed in the One and from there 
spreads out into the whole world and all things (/lal!" - that means those that 
are a nd those that are not). And, as perhops another argument against 
agnosticism, the difference is the guarantee of One's knowab"'Iy. What's 
more, this knowability now seems clearly dependent on the others, and thai 
through One's difference from them. Thai is, Ihe knowability of One 
depends on Ihe exislence/non-existence of others, of particulars, and is 
intertwined with difference as the ontological definition and mode of that 
existence/non-existence. The difference between One and others is what 
conneets them and puts and holds them together, forces them to relate 10 

each other; and Ihis necessary relation(ship) enables Ihe knowledge of them 
both, so it is the foundation and Ihe condition of their knowability 
(knowability of both: One and others). To that extent one could even say thai 
the difference is (/he foundation, being, essence o~ knowabtïity, or that ot 
least it implies knowability of One and others. 

Also, just as it was the case with regard to "the instant," the presence 
of difference in the very center of the One dialectically leads to Ihe 
recognition of the absolute knowability of Ihe One, because (after the 
dialectical journey) it turns out thai One is knowable in any case. Namely, 
whether we start from Ihe hypothesis of its exislence/being or from the 
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hypothesis of its non-existence/non-being, the One IS knowable 
(conceivable, graspable). Only, to say that again, it is not knowable 
immediately and directly, but only by and through this detouring dialectical 
path. And, of course, this knowability - being dependent on the difference -
necessarily includes the others, for the very character of the One taken in 
itself already comprises the others and the knowledge of the One is always 
also the knowledge of its relation (it is, of course, a relation of difference 
and otherness) with/toward the others. Thus, the One is knowable only with 
respect to the others, regardless of whether these are taken to exist and 
regardless of whether the One itself exists or not. The point here is very elear 
and unambiguous: the idea of the One, the noflon/concept/thought of the 
One inc/udes the other in any case, beca use the One is unthinkable without 
difference. And, whether One is or is-not, it is always related to the other 
because, whether it is or is not, it is in itself and by itself marked by, 
organized around and founded upon the difference seated deeply in its very 
center. Furthermore, for all the known reasons we cannot always speak 
about One as existent, but we always con and we always do speak and 
think of it as a notion, i.e. we always think and speak of the notion of it, and 
of it as on idea. What goes for One goes for idea (or ideas) as we/~ for One 
is the purest idea, idea in and by Ifself. And, because the One is the ideal, it 
is also identical with the Good. It is not just the essence of the Good, it is the 
Good itself; and therefore the idea of anything, as its ultimate good, is the 
One, its unity.23 

Everything being determined in this way, the question arises as to what 
happens to the others in the case when one is not). This is on especially 
logical and important problem since we have seen how connected and 
interdependent One and others are. We have seen to what large extent this 
applies to the One, so one con only imagine how completely and utterly th is 
relationship (or better: relatedness) affects the others/particulars. 

The general conclusion is, of course, that there con be no others 
without One: "If there is no one, there is nothing af all [uün: n Ëan v UÜ1E 

epatVE'tCXl nX:\À<x Ëv Ei 1-111 Ëcr'ttv]" (166b6-7). For as Parmenides shows/ 4 all 
the characteristics disappear. At first, all the attributes, i.e. all the conceptual 
pairs through which the whole investigation hos been moving and with regard 
to which the hypotheses about One and others have been tested; all these 
posts are once again positively reiterated, and it turns out that the others con 
be all those things without the One. That is, they con be like and unlike, same 
and different, one and many, limited and unlimited, equal and unequal 
(164b-165d), or at least they will appear as such (165c4-6). However, in the 
last reiteration of the hypothesis of non-being of One and of its consequences 
for the status of others, Parmenides shows the last eonelusions to be false, or 
at least equally valid as their exact opposites. Thus, point by point, he states 
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that none of these aHributes con apply to others if there is no One (165e-
166b). More preeisely, the others are none of those aHributes; none of them 
con be attaehed to those if there is no One. And this is only a logical 
conclusion, partieularly from the central point of view, namely from the point 
of view of the differenee innate in the One, the differenee whieh estoblishes, 
demands and determines the neeessity of the relationship between One ond 
the others, and (consequently) indeed of the being/existenee of them both. 
Thus, to repeat it again, "lf there is no one, there is nothing at all" (166b6- 7). 
Furthermore, the general conclusion related to this and regarding all the 
hypotheses investigated in the dialogue, is that (sic!) they all turn out (or ot 
least appear) to be true if there is One. So, "it seems that, whether there is or 
is not a one, both that one and the others alike are and are not, and oppear 
and do not appear to be, all manner of things in all manner of woys, with 
respect to themselves and to one another [Wc; ËUlK(V l::V t \ T HH',. U Tt: P1l 
ËeJ'nv aln(') 'tE Kcd 'tftÀ.À.a Kat np(')ç (l\n(x I,Hl nr(')ç üÀÀllÀa nuvtu 1Wvtwç coti 
'tE Kat (1))( ËO'tl Kal <pai v€tai tE Kal ou <pCll VHUl.I" (166e3-5). 

What Plato's dialedie of the one and many in the Parmemdes tells us 
is the basic hypothesis (or supposition and conclusion at the same time) of 
all dialedic: One contains the Mony, or the Other, in itself by preeisely being 
one, i.e. One as sueh contains otherness and multiplieity in itself. And, it 
does this in both the positive and the negative manner and sense, that is, 
either by positively supposing multiplieity and the other as ontologieally real 
beings (which means: as parts of its own being, or as moments of itself, or 
as its complements and supplements, or in any other way and as anything 
else) or by negatively determining it through exclusion, differenee or some 
other way and relation to itself. This twofold relationship is exactly what 
dialedie discovers, explains, confirms and teaehes, so that th is relationship is 
always finally recognized as the major law of being and existence. 

Appendix: The Time of Liberty 

The most important eonsequenee of the notion of time enclosed in the idea 
of the "instant" concerns liberty. Namely, this idea stands very close to ond 
indeed overlaps with the idea of liberly. First of all, the "instant" is exaetly 
the time of /iberly, or the free time, which is identieal with liberty itself. For, 
liberty is exactly this possibility and existenee of exploding, rearranging, 
concentrating, transforming, re-establishing, imploding, scattering, 
gathering, intensifying, etc., the time itself. At least since Plato (but, to be 
sure, before him as weil, i.e. in the who Ie Greek antiquity) the idea (notion, 
conception) of liberty is coneeived as the idea of exploding the given 
constellotion of faets, events, developments, and most of all of time on 
temporality; or at least the idea of the potential to perform and realize this 
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explosion. It is thanks to liberly, therefore, that people have the 
possibility/power to change the order of things and the state of affairs. In 
fa ct, this possibility/power is libeny. And, of course, there is nothing more 
fundamental than the time and its dimensions, so of course there cannot be 
any real (Iet alone fundamental) liberly without th is free handling and 
dealing with time. Therefore, the fundamental and simultaneously highest 
(ultimate) liberly is the liberty to affect (change, transform, explode, implode, 
rearrange etc.) the course of time, i.e. to inte/Vene in time and its given 
structure. 

On the other hand, from the point of view of time, especially of the 
instant, the time of liberty - whether one understands it as a period of living 
and practicing liberty or as the moment(s) of liberation - liberly always 
happens as a break in/of time, even as a break of time and temporality. 
Freedom (Iiberly) happens as on interruption of time, which however cannot 
be defined temporally. The moment of liberly is in this respect identical 
(same) as/with the "instant." For, it a ffects , changes and intervenes in time 
without being temporal itself. And liberty behaves like this in other spheres 
and dimensions as wel1. 2S 

The moment of liberty, therefore, stands outside and beyond time, but 
is all the time present for it. This mea ns that liberly, as the power to re
structure time, hos the ultimate power over it but does not enter it, at least 
not temporally. Liberly affects time but is never tempora!. 

This may seem paradoxical but, in fact, the opposite would be and is 
really paradoxical. For, that a power over something should not and cannot 
reside in that same thing seems quite normal to common sense. What is 
inconceiva bie for this common sense is that this power could and should 
reside in/within that over which it rules. In other words, the well-known 
paradox of the class of all classes which is (also/still) a member of its own 
class emerges here once again. In case of liberly- just like in the case of the 
instant and of the idea of all ideas - it always turns out that the power (the 
class of all classes) must belong to its own domain, realm, class. Therefore, 
it is actually not at all paradoxical to claim that, for instanee, liberly hos to 
be present in that same time over which it hos and exetis power. That is, not 
any more paradoxical than the situation of ideas, which both structure the 
visible/phenomenal world and are present in it (through parlicipation, of 
course). The difference between the two is on another level, namelyon the 
level of intervention. Thus, while ideas do not and cannot intervene 
effectively in the phenomenal in some parlicular respect, liberly is supposed 
to do exactly that. 

However, this would still be a confusion of levels. The ;dea of It"berty, 
which is cerlainly different from the "foet" of liberly, hos all the same 
attributes (and therefore also abilities and authority) as any other idea -
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which is to say: as the ideal in general. Again, it is not the idea that 
intervenes but rather an existing (phenomenal etc.) liberty, which liberty is 
undoubtedly nothing else than the soul proper only and exclusively to a free 
human being. More precisely, it is only the free individual and the free 
collective that con and do intervene in time. Still, as with everything else, the 
possibility of this intervention is prescribed, inscribed and circumscribed in 
and with the idea of liberty, most notably in the identity of this idea with the 
"instant" and the whole intensive-explosive notion of time founded upon it 

(upon the instant). 
If liberty is the power to intervene in (interrupt, transform, confirm, etc.) 

the time, a nd if this power gets realized in the Instant, which, for its part, 
intensifies and inverts the totality of time into itselF6

; then that Instant is 
indeed the instant of liberty, or the moment of liberty. The instant is thus that 
moment when and where time actually appropriates both itself and its 
opposite, or a moment of self-appropriation of time and timelessness; the 
moment when time and timelessness become one, identical, and therefore 
the moment when and where time appropriates t1melessness, and vice 
versa: the moment of time's becoming eternal/eternity. Differently put, the 
Instant is the revealing moment, an instant of revelation, for therein resides 

and happens the recognition of the eternity of time, the realization that the 
only eternal thing in the universe is time, that it is indeed the eternity itself. 

In the same vein, since (if) the Instant is the moment of liberty, this 
whole construction is simultaneously the structure of liberty as such. Namely, 
by way of th is Instant, liberty turns out to be the moment (moments) when 
and where time and eternity identify and become one, and this oneness, this 
unity and identity, is exactly liberty. Therefore, the moment of liberty is the 
moment, instant, where the time both stops and is being moved, pushed on. 
It is the instant where time is brought to a standstilI, a standstill which issues 
in its acceleration, and the standstill of time (that is, etemlty, is nothing but 
its movement, continuation and acceleration. 

Here, we once again encounter the same paradox as above. Both as 
far as liberty and time/eternity are concerned, we have the same paradox 
that was charaderistic of (in fad, established and set in) the theory and the 
status of ideas. Liberty and time are marked by the paradox of the ;deal 
itse/f, or of Ideality, since they both simultaneously do and do not belong to 
themselves and the world, that is, since they both appropriate and determine 
themselves and are appropriated and determined. 

This leads to one conclusion: both liberty and time/eternity are ideas 
and ideal, and therefore the theory of ideas is also the theofy of liberly and 
of time/eternify. And, together with this conclusion, one is again faced with 
the same question: How does liberty exist in the world, if it exists at all? 
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The answer (thoroughly Platonic, to be sure)27 hos been hinted at a 
number of times already, and every time it was the same one: liberty exists 
only in and through human beings, the only soulful beings in nature, i.e. the 
only bodies in this world that are endowed with the ideal. It is this distinctive 
trait of his/her existence that makes man the agent of Ilberly. At the same 
time, however, it is through this difference that he/she re-connects and re
unites with nature and the world. More precisely, it is in his/her liberty, in the 
instant of liberty, that man - as the soul, the spirit, the ideal and ideality -
rediscovers and regains naturality, becomes one with nature and the 
world. 28 

Conversely, the ultimate answer/9 to the question of human nature hos 
to be: Liberty. For liberty is both the appropriation of man's own self, a self
a ppropriation of man, and the appropriation of nature, of }dJOf1oç or 
universe. In other words, liberly is self-arliculatlon (self-definition, self
determination, self-positioning, self-confirmation) and self-approprlation of 
the soul, mind, idea, universe and time (which always also includes the 
opposite), their diHerential self-identification. Therefore, regarding the 
relationship between man and the world (xóof1oÇ, nature, universe) one 
should say that it is man's liberty that differentiotes and identifies him/her in 
relation to nature and the world, that liberty makes man be one with the 
){()of1oÇ and, in the last instanee, meons mans being-in-the-world 

This at the same time means and shows that liberly precedes man, 
that man (humankind in general) as a free being is born out of and born 
into liberty. Thus liberty at once surpasses him/her and belongs to him/her. 
For, to get back to the author of this whole conception, i.e. to Plato, the birth 
of time ("Xrl 'lVOU yÉ VEcrtç "30) is simultoneously the birth of liberty.31 In other 
words, the relationship between man and liberty is one of appropriation. 
Man is at the same time appropriated by liberty and appropriates it, so once 
again liberty turns out to be se/f-appropriation. 

Because this dia/ectic of appropriation is essentia/, crucia/ 
characteristic of liberty, we see how and why liberfy came to be the quesfion 
of properfy and eventually the very ideo of properfy. Ever since the ancient 
times (first implicitly and then, from Plato on, quite explicitly) liberty has been 
re/ated to and defined through property. Ever since then, liberfy means the 
possibility of properly, to be free means to own something (or somebody), to 
own goods - and that in both possible senses: as things and as qua/itles or 
values. I am free if a nd when I ca n own, when I have property, when 
something belongs to me. 

This introduces a whole range of re/atlons of belonging and 
ownership. For, at the same moment in which things, qualities, values 
belong to me, in and through this same situation, I pose and establish 
myself as belonging somewhere, as belonging to something. If end when I 
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om free I belong somewhere. Only as a free being, or as being a free 
existenee, entity, individual, only as being free I con belong to anything and 
belong anyv.'here. It is the paradox of libet1y, the paradox of being free, that 
the same property that marks my liberation (from other things and relations 
with others) necessarily makes me belong, it appropriates me. Freedom as 
property and appropriation turns me into a property as weil, for it posits 
(establishes, defines) me as belonging; in a word, it appropriates me. And 
thus, as belonging somewhere, as being appropriated, or as a property, I 
om free. 

This dialectic of belonging most explicitly takes place on the social 
level. As a free being I necessarily belong to a community. And I belong to 
community because I om the proprietor. I belong as the proprietor - of 
freedom, of goods, etc. If I do not own anything leannot be a member of 
community. I must have some property in order to qualify for the 
membership in a eommunity, which membership for its part establishes me 
as a free being, entity, individual. Only as being-in-a-community con my 
existence be a free existence. Thus, liberty itself means belonging, means 
being appropriated. Therefore, I have to own (others, other things, etc.) in 
order to belong somewhere, and only this multiple and multifaceted 
property constitutes my freedom. I om free to own and to be owned, my 
liberty is the simultaneous appropriation on and from all sides. 

On the other hand, one could also say Ihe reverse, namely that my 
belonging qualifies me to be/become the one to whom things/goods 
belong. By belonging (to the eommunity) I define and articulate myself as a 
free being, which means: as the being to which something belongs, or as 

the being that owns things, as the being that has/owns property. 
Any which way one looks at it, on many levels liberty is identified with 

property and this identification is eircular, thus circumscribing the circular 
structure of liberty. For, properly qualifies me as a free being, and this being 
free qualifies me to belong to the community as such (as a communal thing, 
as unity and relatedness, as a form of being-together, as a collective being), 
which belonging to the community then posits me as a free being. The 
whole dialectic here is circular, reversed and reversible. There seems to be 
no primacy of one over the other. However, being established in this way, 
this circularity and reversibility actually concentrates the whole complex of 
relationships, it concentrates and congeals itself in one and the same 
moment. Circu/arity inevitably and necessarily, immediately, turns into 
instantaneousness. The circle inverts into on instant thanks to the 
simultaneous presence of its elements (relotions). Since thereis no logicalor 
temporal precedenee of (any) one over (any) ot her, since ownership and 
belonging fall logelher and alonee, the whole system of property and 
appropriation is (happens in/as) one and the same instant; the whole system 
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falls into, belongs and is, one and the same instant, moment, point. And th is 
is only oppropriate, since one is here dealing with liberty. This concentration, 
inversion, or rather introversion of property and appropriation is totally 
appropriate to liberiy, that is, to the structure and modality of freedom, 
which is in itself a-tempora/ or de-tempora/ized so as to be able to apply to 
(to oppropriate) the whole of time and history in such a way and to such on 
extent that it establishes time and history. 

Thus, the instant ("Có Èçat<pvllç) of liberty unfolds itself into time, and 
the other side of this unfolding is the introversion of time, the concentration 
and congealment of time (history, temporality) into the instant. Liberty is, 
once again, on instant; only here it is the instant of appropriat/on and se/f
approp,-iation, the instant of propedy 

From yet another perspective, this issues in the conception of liberty as 
property in the sense of a piece of property, as something one can obtain 
(produce, purchose, gain, earn, etc.) and part with (lease, sell, give away to 
others). In this way, liberty is not just a property of the individual, a quality of 
his/her life and behavior and of his/her position in the community to which 
he/she belongs, but also a thing over which this individual has the power to 
keep or exchange it. Such reification of /iberty is innate in it. More precisely, 
it is innate and implanted, rooted, in the very conception/concept of liberiy 
that we have had since Plato. Therefore, the Platonic notion/conception of 
liberty is not only the prevailing notion of liberti2 but it also entails quite 
specific conclusions and consequences (situations, states, developments, 
etc.) which all lead to reification of liberty. 

Through all this - namely through its hegemony in human history as 
weil as through the specific direction of its development, i.e. through its 
progression towards abstractness, exchangeability and reification - the 
Platonic idea (notion/conception) of liberty reveals its innermost 
contradiction and paradox. For th is idea hos been based on the assumption 
that it is impossible to pin down liberiy, that being free cannot be reduced to 
any particular sphere, dimension or being/entity. Presumably, th is idea 
cannot be defined in any particular terms. Rather, according to its self
understanding and self-perception, it is the very idea of totality, a holistic 
notion, which means that it con only be thought in terms of the totality of 
beings (or of the Being), as a more or less rationol and therefore humanly 
conceivable system of everything. Liberty has/possesses generalization and 
totalization as its fundamental, intrinsic quality and character; and the 
rationality and institutional nature of liberiy, in whatever degree these may 
exist or be possible, ensue from its generality and totality. In other words, 
liberty as an idea is always the most general, total and totalizing idea of the 
world and Being. Which is fo say that liberty cannot exist in or as any 
particular/individual thing, entity, existence. Rather, liberty remains present 
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in everything and nothing, it penetrates, underlies, impregnates the whole 
world but cannot be reduced to any part of this world. It exists as the whole 
world and can be recognized and acknowledged only in the totality of a free 
world. Differently put, liberty transcends existence by being transcendental to 
it. Liberty is always larger than life, larger than anything (existent or 
possible), it is even larger than itself. By definition, it always eludes and 
escapes us in the same way the absolute, or the totality, e/ude and escape 
us. Consequently, liberty should not be something tangible or 
determinable.33 

In a word, the Instant - and the conception of time founded upon it 
and structured around it - is exactly the instant of liberly. For, one cannot 
imagine higher and more complete, total and fundamental idea of libel1y 
than this notion of stepping out of time exactly at the very core and center of 
time. This idea emerges as the idea of complete and fotal appropriation of 
time by and through the interruption, transformation, explosion and 
implosion of temporality itself. 
The Instant establishes liberty and establishes itself as liberty. It functions as 
liberty itself on a number of levels. First, it fulfills the demand and the need 
for the abi/ity to affecl (i.e. to guide, rule and structure) something, some 
realm , some dimension, while belonging to (standing within) thaf same 
thing. Second, it establishes liberty as the force of both interruption and 
continuation, or as the power of Iransformation (explosion, implosion, 
dissemination, re-ordering, unification, fathering, dispersion, conversion, 
intensification, extension, etc.) in/of time which itself is not tempora/. Then, it 
establishes liberty as constantly both inside and outside the world Finally, it 
establishes liberfy as a matter of participalion. 34 

1. Plato, Parmenides 129d-e. 

2. Cf. 131 a sq. 

3. Thot is, in the thing we call after the idea, the thing that has 0 certoin quality, which 
is idea/iidea itself, and therefore has certain character taken from the idea (see 131 b·c). 

4. See 131e. 

5. Cf. the beg inning of th is argument in 131 e. 

6. This especially in 132d 1-4. 

7. This is clearly demanded and emphasised in 133c. 

8. For, in fact, "OUK()\JV Kal öcrat twv iOHÎlv Jtróç è1À.À~À(tç doi v ((\. dOl v aUtal Jtróç 
autàç t~v oucriav ho'Um v à.ÀÀ' ou rrpóç 'ta IWp' ~plV fÏ'tf lJlllJlWllUW fin ()Jtn o~ nç 
autà 'ti8f'tat WV ~llEiÇ llf'tt:;(ovu:ç dvm hWHa ~~lwv()llaÇI')ll[8Cl' 'ta ot: rrar' ~lltV taÛta 
óllwvUlia ov'ta öa:i VOlÇ au't<l au Jtrüç au'tó, [on v CrA'i.: Ot) Jt[1('Ç 'tá fiö1l l\'{(l [C('U't(Î)v Crn' 
Ol)!( ÈKElVrov öcra au óVOlláÇHat oü'troç" (133c8-d5). 

9. For these, see the preceding passage (136a5-b4). 
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10. In what follows, I om somewhat departing from the usual division of the hypotheses 
of the second part of the dialogue. (For the standard and widely accepted division see 
F.M. Cornford, PlatoError/ Bookmark not defined. and Parmenides, London: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1964~.) This departure is by no means decisive or essential, and should 
not be understood as areproach to that division. As it will soon become clear, na 
substantial changes have been mode in my exposition of the Parmemdes. It is just thot 
the purpose here is somewhat different, due ta the fact that we are looking for the traces 
of the concept of participation, and are concentrating on its effeds throughout the 
dialogue. 

11. Let us here briefly reiterate the two paths. [I] (1) One is neither a whole nor hos 
parfs (137c-d); (2) it also has not and cannot have shape (137e); (3) it hos 170 pI ace, it 
cannot be anywhere, not in another and not in itself (138a-b); (4) it olso hos na motion 
and na rest (138c-139a), it does not move, it is not at resf, and it cannot become, 
transform, change, etc.; (5) furthermore, it is nei/her same nor different with/from 
anything else or itself (139b-e); (6) and therefore it is neither like nor unlike anything else 
or itself (13ge-140b); (7) just as, because of all that, it is nei/her equal nor unequal to 
itself or another (140b-d); (8) and, finolly, it hos nothing 10 do with time: "ouöÈ apa 
xr<'>VOD aun!) Ilfn:O'LLV ouÖ' ËO'LLV (V LLVl xróvq.>" (141d4-5; see also 140e-d). It follows 
that One cannot have being and that it in na sense is: "to Ëv OUt€ Ëv È<HlV ou't€ (('fnv" 
(141 e 12), or that One is nothing, that it is not (141 e-142a), which is contrary to the 
storting presupposition and thus automatically brings us back to it. 50, the storting point 
hos 10 be re-examined. Or, as Parmenides calls il, the l-lmÓ8Emç" (142b 1) hos now to be 
reconsidered from the Positive perspective. (111 The second demonstrotion of dialectical 
method starts now from the hypothesis that "o one is IËv Ei E('fLLV]" (142c7), which here 
means that it "has being [cv [O'LLV]" (142c7) Of course, in advance, we somehow sen se 
that the results of this part of the methad will be the exact opposite of the results of the 
previous segment and th ot the answers to the same questions/themes will be apposite la 
the answers there. Sa, first, One is supposed to be different from being (142c5). The 
whole thing is now interpreted from the perspective, i.e. from the point of view of the 
relationship between One and being, or better from their difference. Thus: (1) One is 
both a whole and hos parfs (142d) and also, as one and as being, it hos to be many 
("unlimited in multitude [c'Î.1tnrov cXV "Có 11:À:!Î8oç]"). 50, in contrast to 137c, the conclusion 
is that it is a plurality (142e). It is important to note that this result will remain the lasting 
acquisition/achievement of the dialogue. The One as the unity of identity and difference 
is not disputed afterwards, but only further developed and articulated. Thus, the presence 
of difference within ideas remains decisive and fortified. And from this conclusion further 
follows that (1 0) One (and being as weil) hos difference, that it is "different or other ['téj) 
htrc!> "Cf: Kat iiÀÀ(!) ("CEra àÀÀ~À(J)v]" (but not the difference itsel~ and therefore non
identical (143a-b); which again issues in (1 b) the fad that One implies and generates the 
number in the sense of plurality (143c-144a); which th en points to the foet that being is 
divided and equally distributed among things (144b), which ogain tells us that unily is 
indeed "parceled out by being [KEnrlla'tlO'llÉVOV -lmo "C~ç ouaiaç]," i.e. thot One is made 
to be many by the fact that il is, and thaI it is in deed on inh'ni/e plurolity (144c-e) in both 
senses: in the sense that each port is a unity in itself, and thaI the very notion of unity (the 
idea) is its oppasite (that is, it is "necessarily many"). Or, as Pormenides says, "0 'one 
which is' is bath one and many, whole and parts, limited as weil as indefinitely numerous 
lTc" [v ({ril ClV [V ü: i:O"tl 7toD Kat 11:oÀÀá Kal ()Àov lWt ~lÓpta Kat 11:t11:tpaaIlÉvov Kat 
a11:ElrOV 7[À~8[l.)" (14502-3). (2) Secondly, One as it appears now 0150 has shape (1450-
bi; jus! as (3) i' hos place, it is ploeed both in itself and in another (145b-e); and (4) bath 
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in rest and in motion (14Se-146a). Furthermore, (S) One is both the same and different 
from itself and another (146b-147b). II is important to note that Ih is resull will remain Ihe 
lasting acquisition/achievement of the dialogue. The One as the unity of identity and 
difference is nat disputed afterwards, but only further developed and articulated. Thus, 
the presence of difference within ideas remains decisive and fortified. This, as 
Parmenides himself notes, follows from the first step (1 a), where the difference was 
established within the discussion of One as whole and parts, i.e. followed from its being 
bath whole and part (parts), and emerged as on attribute of the One and of being. 
Finally (6), One is consequently bath /ike and un/ike itself and others (147 c- 1 48d). This 
last point is 0150 based on the previous proof about sameness and difference of the One 
with itself and others, because their sameness springs from their difference. Difference is 
that which makes them be same (147d-148a), while the sameness produces the 
difference (148b). 

12. I om here omitting Ihe passage abaut numbers (149a8-c2) since it seems to be just 
on iIIustralion of the main point, and is therefore nol decisive for Ihe present discussion. 

13. Continuing after th is crueial digression, Parmenides furlher concludes that (7) it 
follows that the One is bath equa/ and unequa/ to itself and others (149d- lSl el. Here, 
though, there is another interesting digression-explanation, which deals with greatness 
and sma//ness. What is important here is that, al one poinl, Parmenides seIs the two as 
ideas. He talks at one point that only in relation to each other as ideas they have 
meaning and being (1S0cS-7), which is on importanI reference back la Ihe beginning of 
the dialogue, where he slaled Ihat ideas re late and refer 10 Ihemselves (i.e. 10 eoch other) 
rather than la things (in the passage about the two-worlds argument, when the problelll 
of agnosticism was posed: 133a-b), only now it is not such alethal problem any more, 
but rather a simple neutral logical conclusion; which change also points to the progress 
in investigation, namely to the fact that we are weil on our way to surpass and refule 
agnostieism and its critique. Parmenides, furthermore, gives us la undersland here that 
only ideas relate and refer to ideas, i.e. that they have meaning and being only (or at 
least primarily) for each other and only in relation to each other, and not la Ihings (cf. 
lS0cS-7 passim). Finally, (8) the question of the temporality of the One is addressed with 
the, now entirely expected, conclusion that it ex/sIs in time and that it bolh is ol1d 
becames older and younger Ihan itself and does 170t become older or younger (Jnel neven 
is older or younger Ihan itself (lSl e-1S2e). In addition, One is said to have the same 
relationship with others, which are necessarily its parts, and since One as hoving parts 
hos difference wilhin il/ilself, it again bath is and becomes older and younger than its 
parts (which parls are nothing but these others) and 0150 is not and does nol become 
older or younger than they are (lS3a-155b). 

14. lS6e- 160b. - [111] This whole stage appears as a re-iteration of the previous two 
stages/paths. In fa ct, the beginning of this argument clearly points at that. (The whole 
first pari of the argument is developed in lS6e.1S7b.) For in Ihe very beginning the 
sequence of investigation, the fact that Ihere is a succession of stoges and that it is 
somehow tempora I (and necessarily 50), is not only respected and loken info 
consideration, bul 0150 immediately laken, interiorized and ossimilated, into the One as 
another hypothesis aboul its being and essence/character. Thus, the two previous 
hypotheses - Ihal One is and thai One is not - are both included in the One 50 that the 
One itself is understood as a succession of its being and not-being. Therefore, it is 
successive/y One and many, i.e. existenl and non-existent, becoming and perishing, 
"coming into exislence [yiyvl:cr6m]" and "ceasing la exisl [à,n:óÀ.Àucr6m]" (1S605-6), or 
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rather it adually changes the mode of its being and is once One and then Many, once 
combined and Ihen separated (156b). 

15. This succession of one and many, or being and not-being, then becomes: with 
respect la like-unlike (16, 116) assirnilation and dissimilation (156b); with respect to 
equalily-inequality (17, 117) il becomes increased, diminished ar equalized (156b); and 
wilh respect to molion and rest (14, 114) it eilher "comes to stand [l<T'tll'tatj" or "changes to 
being in molion [hri tt> KlV(l<T8at ~lfw~á.ÀÀn]" (156cl-2). 

16. See also Ihe whole surrounding passage 157a-b. This immensely important concept 
hos seldom received due allention and even less proper interpretation. lts importanee for 
Plato's philosophy on the who Ie, and particularly for his dialectic, hos been 
acknowledged relatively recently. One such attempt is M.M. McCabe's analysis in Plalo's 
Individuals (Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1999), pp. 121-24. This analysis hos one 
important conc/usion, which brings us c/oser to understanding the concept of the instant 
(or "suddenly," as McCabe literally translates rà lqairpv'7ç), namely that this moment is 
ifself beyond being (nothing really, not one nor many) and thus the moment of not
being/nothingness within being/existence, which enables that very being/existence as 
such (as one, many, change and durability). However, due la her genera I approach, 
whieh is based on Ihe slrict analytical dislinction and division between "complex 
(generous) partieulars and simple (austere) farms" (p.52), McCabe stops half-way and 
treats the whole conceplion of the instanl as another example of the paradox that puts 
unsurpassable obstac/es to Plato's theory, such as the lack of a dear concept of 
individualily and individuation and the Jike (cf. pp. 99-113). Because of that, her 
otherwise Ihorough and learned treatment of the Parmenides remains insufficient. 

17. For;1 eannot ex;st in same olher way than as ;t happens in transitions. Differently 
put, if it doesn't exist in Ihe way these transilions preseribe and realize, then it doesn't exist 
at all, il is nol - not as one and not in any way. 

18. See rimaeus 36d8-40d5. 

19. rimaeus 37c6-38b5. 

20. Cf. 159b- 160b. Of course, here ;1 ;s the negative side of the particulars, i.e. the 
case of them being deslilule of unily and of Ihe one being Ihoroughly separated from the 
others. Th;s ;s iust a part of Ihe large set [I]. the Negative, whieh continues. 

21. 160b2-3. - The analysis of the Negalive sel [11 of dialectics continues, now with 
reference to particulars and to the One as weil. But, here, the One seems ta be 
underslood as one among many, or as one (particular) thing. Or at least it seems that 
Parmenides is discussing the fale of others (of partieulars) in case "the one is not" 
(160b5). Also, it seems la be taken in th is sense sinee Parmenides immedialely draws the 
difference and contrast between "0 one does not exist" and "0 not-one does not exist" 
(160e). Of course, this lasl difference could lead la Ihe opposite conc/usion, as if the 
farmer refers to Ihe One, whereas Ihe lafter refers la plurality and to many (i.e. to Ihings 
that make the plurality, rnany things). Be it as it may, the following argumentation seems 
to confirm our first conc/usion, since it repealedly returns la the meaning according to 
which it is a partieular thing (particular things) that is in question. (See, for example, 
160e5-6, where it soys: "if a man says 'if a one [one thing] does not exist,' it is plain that 
the thing he is saying does not exist in something different from other things [Ol1ÀOl ön 
l:tC!1ov À["(Et nÎ)v èiÀÀo)V t(', p~ è)v ()WV ElTCn <Ëv Ei ~l~ (<Tn>].") Still, one should not make 
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ony conclusions yet, but rather woit unlil Ihe discussion Ihot follows Ihese passages is 
completed and see whot ils results will beo 

22. Thot is [IV] the c/asing argument of the Parmenides (160c-166b). [IV.l] In the first 
part of his closing argument (160c-164b) Parmenides is re-examining the negative 
hypothesis obout the One. Only now the case is different than before (and that due to the 
dialectical path Ihat leads here), and there is now a elear differenee and contrast, even 
opposition, between saying (as previously) that "a one does not exist" and saying (as one 
obviously should now) that "a not-one [no-thing] does not exist" (1 60c 1). The second part 
of the closing argument ([IV.2] 164b- 166b) ralher refers 10 Ihe pluralily of one, 10 Ihe 
side of many in il, and maybe even lends la posil one as something eomparable 10 

others. For, Parmenides does say: "if a man says 'if a one does not exist,' it is plaill thot 
the thing he is saying does not exist is somelhing differenl from olher Ihings ... 50 in 
speaking of a 'one' he is speaking, in Ihe first plaee, of somelhing knowabie, and in the 
second of something different from other things [ÖTJÀO[ on i'tq)Ov Hyn ttov iiU(t)v Hl flY] 
óv ö'tav Elltn <Ëv Ei flY] Ëatl> - IIpo)'tov IlÈV èipa yVW(itllV n À~:yn i'm:lTU Ëtf[lOV T(OV 
&AÀroV]" (160c5-8). II seems thai One is now posiled in relation loothers and thereby the 
existence of others is acknowledged, or at leasl the non-existence of one is not 
automalically taken to be a denial of the exislence of olhers. 

23. Whal follows in Ihe resl of Ihis argument, this reiteration of the hypothesis that One 
is not (does nol exisl) from the newly gained vantage point (i.e. from the vantage point 
gained by the previous dialectical development of the hypotheses about One), are the 
conclusions appropriate to this hypothesis and to the slage in which we are now. Thus, 
with regard 10 previous themes and issues, the conclusions are thai One, in addilion 10 

being necessarily knowable and different (5 - 160d-e) is also unlike athers and like itse/f 
(6 - 161 a-b), and is not equal ta athers bul nevertheless (or, in fact, exactly because of 
that) has equality in ilself. That is, it has equality, greatness and smallness, whieh means 
that it is bath equa/ and unequal ta itse/f (7 - 161 c-e). Furthermore, even though non
existent, il still has being in some sense. (Such a qualification here, in this context, should 
be underslood as the inversion of the difference belween "having" and "possessing" 
knowledge from Theatetus 197a-c. "Having" here is more akin 10 "possessing" Ihere. In 
any case, it is obviously an ideal possession, Ihe one I was ealling upon above when I 
was talking aboul the nolion of One persisling regardless of whether One really existecl 
or not.) And this is 'proved' by an obscure passage about the kinds of being implîed in 
existence and non-existence (162a-b), only 10 conclude Ihat One both has and does nol 
have being (162b4-7). From such delermination of the being of One follows that One 
has Iransition, or even that il is in the 'state' of transition (162cl-3), and therefore hos 
motion as weil. Bullhis is again only one side of the maller, for il immedialely turns out 
that il is also at resl; sa the One that does not exisl is bath at rest and in motion (4 -
162c-e). Then again, since it follows Ihat this One is in fact bath becorning and ceasing 
10 be, on one hand, and nol becoming or ceasing 10 be, on the olher (163a-d); and 
since, on account of that, il does not change in charact'er (163e 1 -3), il also follows thot it 
is neither at rest nor in motion (4 - 163e). At Ih is poinl, Ihe opposile conclusions begin to 
be drawn. Thus, in conirasilo Ihe previous set of conclusions, it now turns oul (and it 
seems to be all on accounl of Ihe conclusion Ihal One, which does not exisl, cannot 
change in character) Ihal it cannat have equality or inequalily (7 - 163c- 164a), nor can 
it be like or unlike (6 - 164a), the same or differenl (5), nor con it have any being and 
therefore also any name or nolion, it cannot even be the subject of discourse: "( lilt!: iipc; 
0I1OLU OÜT!' <XVól10ta OÜ1:E TU1nà oüS· ËTc[lá fGT[ v ij TlJ Tt ij HJ WÜW i1 1:(" tlJlm)" i1 èiÀ.À{)\J 
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i1 (iU(!l ii 7WTf i1 t7l1'l TIl Ti vüv Ti t-JU(H111111 Ti ö('Jça i1 al<r81101ç i1 Àóyoç i1 ÖVOlla i1 aÀÀo 
öt"\o\Jv TeÎlV iivTeJlv m:ri Tt> ll~ iiv [(HW;" (164a6-b2). 

24. Cf. 164b- 166b. 

25. One only hos 10 remember Ihe problem wilh whieh we started this whole 
investigation, namely the problem of rationality/irrationality of liberty. There too, il lurned 
out that liberly was, is and always wil! be Ihe irrational core and foundation of rationality; 
that il was the ultimate argument about which it is impossible to argue; that liberty was 
the central point of any possible structure, which point is however beyond any particular 
slruefure and general!y beyond any struefuration. 

26. "ltself" here meaning bolh the Instant and the whole of Time. 

27. One mighl nol like Ihis bul it remains a foef thaI, up 10 Ihis day, it hos been Ihe only 
real answer avoilobie; or at least the only one aceepted and agreed upon widely enough 
10 be relevanl. 

28. Speaking in terms of Platonic dialogues, one coulQ here speak of the merger 
between the Parmemdes and the Tirnoeus. 

29. Just as emphatically Platonic as the previous one. 

30. Tii770eus 3ge3. 

31. Whieh is, indeed, almosl a tautologicol statement, for nothing con eome 10 being, in 
any mode or form, before time. Cf. again Ti'moeus 37e5-38b5. 

32. In foef, as it hos been remarked, the only via bie and relevant one we have ever had. 

33. Yet, Ihroughout history, it hos always been partieularized, redueed, articulaled in 
ferms of properties. And even though this development that wants liberty to be something 
exchangeable and, most of all, something institutionalizable, something that fits in (the 
framewark of) inslitutions, is quite paradoxical; our whole history hos been the story of 
the institutionalization of liberty. Now, since institutionalizalion is genuinely a limitation, 
confinement and enclosure of (some) reality, this history emerges as the story of the 
limilation of the unlimited, of Ihe enclosure of the infinite, as the confinement of liberty. 
No wonder Ihen that one of the most often and most popular conceptions of history 
remains the Romantic one, and no wonder that il was Romanticism that inaugurated 
history as the highest human science, or as the model and Ihe paradigm of scientific 
approach dnd research in Ihe humanilies. For, after all, it was Romanticism that made 
Ihis contradiction and paradox its fundamental principle and sought to find and expose 
Ihe uncanny, to express the inexpressible, articulate Ihe inarticulate, define the 
indefinable, limit the unlimiled, ete. Be it as il may, 10 the extenl in which our history is Ihe 
history of liberty (of course, not necessarily in the Hegelian sense of "the progress in the 
consciousness of liberty," and most likely not at all in the sense of progression or 
regression), it is also th is slory/hislory of the paradox of liberty: the paradox of the 
limitation of the unlimited, of the specification and particularization of the total, the 
general and the absolute. 

34. These are jusl some of Ihe mosl prominent functions and consequences of the 
Inslont as the epilome of liberty. Of course, it does not end here. Tha complete list is very 

long, almost inexhaustible. 
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